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Abstract The paper describes the enrichment of OntoSenseNet - a verb-
centric lexical resource for Indian Languages. This resource contains a
newly developed Telugu-Telugu dictionary. It is important because na-
tive speakers can better annotate the senses when both the word and
its meaning are in Telugu. Hence efforts are made to It is manually an-
notated gold standard corpus consisting 8483 verbs, 253 adverbs and
1673 adjectives. Annotations are done by native speakers according to
defined annotation guidelines. In this paper, we provide an overview
of the annotation procedure and present the validation of our resource
through inter-annotator agreement. Concepts of sense-class and sense-
type are discussed. Additionally, we discuss the potential of lexical sense-
annotated corpora in improving word sense disambiguation (WSD) tasks.
Telugu WordNet is crowd sourced for annotation of individual words
in synsets and is compared with the developed sense-annotated lexicon
(OntoSenseNet) to examine the improvement. Also, we present a special
categorization (spatio-temporal classification) of adjectives.

1 Introduction

Lexically rich resources form the foundation of all natural language processing
(NLP) tasks. Maintaining the quality of resources is thus a high priority issue
[5]. Hence, it is important to enhance and maintain the lexical resources of
any language. This is of significantly more importance in case of resource poor
languages like Telugu [18]. WordNet is a vast repository of lexical data and it is
widely used for automated sense-disambiguation, term expansion in IR systems,
and the construction of structured representations of document content [12].
First WordNet among the Indian languages was developed for Hindi. WordNets
for 16 other Indian languages are built from Hindi WordNet applying expansion
approach [1].

WSD can be characterized as a task that emphasizes on evaluating the right
sense of a word in its particular context. It is a critical pre-processing step in
data extraction, machine translation, question answering systems and numerous
other NLP tasks. Vagueness in word sense emerges when a specific word has
multiple conceivable senses. Finding the right sense requires exhaustive infor-
mation of words. This additional information be call as intentional meaning of
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the word. Meaning can be discussed as sense (intensional meaning) and reference
(extensional meaning)[6]. The meaning of a word, from ontological viewpoint,
can be understood based on its participation in classes, events and relations. We
use a formal ontology that is developed to computationally manipulate language
at the level of meanings which have an intrinsic form [13].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses available lexical re-
sources for Telugu and several types of WSD tasks that were previously devel-
oped. Section 3 describes our dataset and shows the statistics of available lexical
resources.Section 4 talks about the ontological classification that was formalized
for the annotation purpose by [13]. Section 5 describes annotation guidelines and
explains the procedure of manual annotation by expert native speakers. Section
6 concludes the paper and section 7 presents the scope of future work in the
domain.

IAST based transliteration1 for Telugu script has been employed in the paper.

2 Related Work

Before understanding the tasks that are performed, it is important to understand
and analyze the available resource thoroughly. Hence this section discusses the
previous work that was done in this domain.

2.1 Telugu WordNet
Telugu WordNet is developed as a part of IndoWordNet2 at CFILT [2], which
is considered as the most exhaustive set of multilingual lexical assets for In-
dian languages. It consists of 21091 synsets in total. This total includes 2795
verb synsets, 442 adverb synsets, 5776 adjective synsets. Telugu WordNet cap-
tures several other semantic relations such as hypernymy, hyponymy, holonymy,
meronymy, antonymy. For every word in the dictionary it provides synset ID,
parts-of-speech (POS) tag, synonyms, gloss, example statement, gloss in Hindi,
gloss in English. An example of an entry in the IndoWordNet database is shown
in Figure 1.

2.2 Ontological issues in WordNet
WordNet is a language specific resource and it varies from language to language.
However, any WordNet can be considered an ontology through the hypernymy-
hyponymy relations that are present in it. WordNet of any language leaves a few
loop holes that other ontologies can fill [1]. By summarizing the following [11],
[7], [15], we state the four major problems:

– Confusing concepts with individuals: WordNet synsets do not distinguish
between universal and the particular instance of a concept. For example,
both ‘aḍavi(forest)’and ‘ceṭṭu(tree)’are considered as concept.

1 http://www.learnsanskrit.org/tools/sanscript
2 http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/indowordnet/index.jsp

http://www.learnsanskrit.org/tools/sanscript
http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/indowordnet/index.jsp
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Figure 1: Example entry in the IndoWordNet database

– Lexical gap: A language may not have an indigenous lexeme to describe a
concept. For example, vehicles can be divided into two classes, 1) Vehicles
that run on the road and 2) Vehicles that run on the rail, but language may
not have specific words to describe these classes.

– Confusion between object level and meta level concept: The synset abstraction
seems to include both object-level concepts, such as Set, Time, and Space,
and meta-level concepts, such as Attribute and Relation [7].

– Heterogeneous levels of generality: Two hyponyms of a concept may represent
different level of generality. For example, as a hyponymy of concept‘aḍavi
(forest)’, there is a general concept‘podalu (bushes)’and a more specific
concept ‘kalabanda (aloe vera)’, a medicinal plant. We are induced to
consider the formers as types and the latter as roles. In other words, we
discover that, if at first sight some synsets sound intuitively too specific
when compared to their siblings, from a formal point of view, we may often
explain their “different generality” by means of the distinction between types
and roles [8].

2.3 Variants of WSD

WSD is broadly categorized into two types [3]:

– Target Word WSD: The target WSD system disambiguates a restricted set of
target words, usually one per sentence. Supervised approaches are generally
used for WSD where a tagged corpus is used to train the model. This trained
model is then used to disambiguate the words in the target document.

– All Word WSD: The all word WSD system disambiguates all open-class
words in the target document. Supervised approaches face the problem of
data sparseness and it is not always possible to have a large tagged corpus
for training. Hence, unsupervised methods are preferred in the case of all
word WSD.

2.4 Approaches for Word Sense Disambiguation

WSD approaches are often classified according to the main source of knowledge
used in sense differentiation. We are listing a few as discussed in [3].
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– Supervised WSD Approaches: Supervised methods formulate WSD as a clas-
sification problem. The senses of a word represent classes and a classifier
assigns a class to each new instance of a word. Any classifier from the ma-
chine learning literature can be applied. In addition to a dictionary, these
algorithms need at least one annotated corpus, where each appearance of a
word is tagged with the correct sense.

– Unsupervised WSD Approaches: Creating annotated corpus for all language-
domain pairs is impracticable looking at the amount of time and money
required. Unsupervised methods have the potential to overcome the new
knowledge acquisition bottlenecK. These methods are able to induce word
senses from training text by clustering word occurrences and then classifying
new occurrences into the induced clusters/senses.

– Knowledge Based WSD Approaches: WSD heavily depends on knowledge
and this knowledge must be in the machine readable format. There are var-
ious structures designed for this purpose like tagged and untagged corpora,
machine-readable dictionaries, ontologies, etc. The main use of lexical re-
sources in WSD is to associate senses with words. Here, selectional restric-
tions, overlap of definition text, and semantic similarity measures are used
for knowledge based WSD.

3 Data Collection
Telugu is the second most spoken language in India. It is one of the twenty-two
official languages of the Republic of India and the official language of the states
of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh. Telugu has a vast and rich literature dating
back to many centuries [9].

However, there is no generally accessible dictionary reference till date. In this
work, a Telugu lexicon was created manually from ‘ ర ంధతె ఘం
(Srī sūryarāyāṃdhra Telugu nighaṃṭuvu)’ which has 8 volumes in total [14].

Nearly 21,000 root words alongside their their meanings were recorded. The re-
source is developed to enrich OntoSenseNet3 with addition of regional language
resources. For each word extracted, based on its meaning, sense was identified
by native speakers of language. We are presenting some statistics of available
resources in Table 1. There are around 36,000 words in the dictionary we de-
veloped whereas IndoWordNet lists 21,091 words. Even without further analysis
and classification we can see that this resource enriches WordNet by adding al-
most 15,000 words. This was the motivation to start this work. Nouns are still
being added to our resource. Telugu-Hindi and English-Telugu dictionaries are
available4.

3.1 Validation of the Resource
Cohen’s Kappa [4] was used to measure inter-annotator agreement which proves
the reliability. The annotations are done by one human expert and it is cross-
3 http://ceh.iiit.ac.in/lexical_resource/index.html
4 https://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/onlineServices/Dictionaries/Dict_Frame.html

http://ceh.iiit.ac.in/lexical_resource/index.html
https://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/onlineServices/Dictionaries/Dict_Frame.html
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Resource Verbs Adverbs Adjectives
OntoSenseNet 8483 253 1673(In progress)

Telugu WordNet 2803 477 5827
Synsets in WordNet 2795 442 5776

Telugu-Hindi Dictionary 9939 142 1253
English-Telugu Dictionary 4657 1893 6695
Table 1: Statistics of available lexical resources for Telugu

checked by another annotator who is equally proficient. Both the annotators are
native speakers of the language. Verbs and adverbs are randomly selected from
our resource for the evaluation sample. The inter-annotator agreement for 500
Telugu verbs is 0.86 and for 100 Telugu adverbs it is 0.94. Validation of the
language resource shows high agreement [10]. However further validation of the
resource is in progress.

4 Ontological Classification Used for Annotation

The formal ontology we used in this paper is proposed by [17]. This is based on
various theories given in Indian grammatical tradition. The two main proposi-
tions given in Indian grammatical tradition are : (a) All words (noun and verb)
in a language can be derived from verbal root (Sanskrit, dhātu). (b) Verbs have
operation/process as its predominant element [17]. Theory used in this paper
believes that meanings have primitive ontological forms and aims at extensive
coverage of language.

4.1 Verb

Verbs are considered as the most important lexical and syntactic category of
language. Verbs provide relational and semantic framework for its sentences. In
a single verb many verbal sense-types can be present and different verbs may
share same verbal sense-types. There are seven sense-types of verbs have been
derived by collecting the fundamental verbs used to define other verbs [13]. These
sense-types are inspired from different schools of Indian philosophies. The seven
sense-types of verbs are listed below [16] with their primitive sense along with
Telugu examples.

– Means|End - A process which cannot be accomplished without a doer (To
do). Examples: parugettu (run), moyu (carry)

– Before|After - Every process has a movement in it. The movement maybe a
change of state or location (To move). Examples: pravāhaṁ (flow), oragupovu
(lean)

– Know|Known - Conceptualize, construct or transfer information between
or within an animal (To know). Examples: daryāptu (investigate), vivaran̄a
(explain)
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– Locus|Located - Continuously having (to be in a state) or possessing a quality
(To be). Examples: Ādhārapaḍi (depend), kaṅgāru (confuse)

– Part|Whole - Separation of a part from whole or joining of parts into a whole.
Processes which causes a pain. Processes which disrupt the normal state (To
cut). Examples: perugu (grow), abhivṛddhi (develop)

– Wrap|Wrapped - Processes which pertain to a certain specific object or
category. It is like a bounding (To cover). Examples: dharin̄caḍaṁ (wear),
Āśrayaṁ(shelter)

– Grip|Grasp - Possessing, obtaining or transferring a quality or object (To
have). Examples: lāgu (grab), vārasatvaṅga (inherit)

4.2 Adverb

Meaning of verbs can further be understood by adverbs, as they modify verbs.
The sense-classes of adverbs are inspired from adverb classification in Sanskrit
as reported by [13]. Sense-classes with explanation are illustrated with Telugu
examples in table 2.

Sense-Class Explanation Example
Temporal Adverbs that attributes to sense of time. akāraṇamu

Spatial Adverbs that attributes to physical space diguvagā
Force Adverbs that attributes to cause of happening nikkamu

Measure Adverbs dealing with comparison niṃḍu
Table 2: Sense-Class categorization of Adverbs

4.3 Adjectives

Like verbs, adjectives are also collocative in nature. [13] identifies 12 sense-types.
However these can be reduced to 6 pairs. Sense-Types of adjectives with expla-
nation are illustrated with Telugu examples in table 3.

4.3.1 Spatio-Temporal Classification of Adjectives Additional informa-
tion that we can use for classification are the locational and temporal attributes
of adjectives. This can help the machine understand the sense in which a partic-
ular adjective is used. In this paper we are proposing three classes, namely, (a)
Adjectives dealing with disposition (b) Adjectives of experience (c) Adjectives
that talk about the behavior.

– Disposition: These are the tendencies we have and our habits. We do these
unconsciously with not much thought. In ontological terms, this is the trans-
temporal categorization.
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Sense-Type Explanation Example
Locational Adjectives that universalize or localize a noun nirdista (specific)

Quantity Adjectives that either qualify cardinal measure or
quantify in ordinal-type okkati (One)

Relational Adjectives that qualify nouns in terms of
dependence or dispersal vistrta (broad)

Stress Adjectives that intensify or emphasis a noun gatti (strong)

Judgement Adjectives that qualify evaluation or qualify
valuation feature of a noun mamci (good)

Property Adjectives that attribute a nature or qualitative
domain of a noun. nallani (black)

Table 3: Sense-Type Classification of Adjectives

Example: man̄ci vyakti (A good person) Here man̄ci(good) is used to deter-
mine the quality of a man. Here his goodness is reflected in all of his doings.
This is an opinion that could be formed after observing him over time and
not by judging any one action. Hence it is trans-temporal.

– Experience: These could be defined as the adjectives which express the emo-
tion or cognition at any particular moment in time.
Example: kōpantō unna vyakti (an angry man). This shows the state of the
man at that particular point in time.

– Behavior: This category of adjectives describe the physical attributes and
bodily actions. Hence this is the spatial categorization.
Example: biggaragā aravaḍaṁ (Loud scream). This describes the action of
a person.

This classification is attempted for 400 adjectives in Telugu.

5 Annotation and Experiments

Each verb can have all the seven meaning primitives in it in various orders. The
degree depends on the usage/popularity of a sense in a language. In our resource
we have identified two sense-types of each verb, i.e. primary and secondary.

Annotations are done by expert native speakers of Telugu who are provided
with consolidated guidelines and are explained the sense-types of verbs and sense-
classes of adverbs. All of the annotations are done manually according to the
classification presented in Section 4. Section 4 could be seen as the instruction
manual provided to the annotators. All the available lexemes, in the Telugu-
Telugu dictionary, of verbs and adverbs are classified. Also, 1673 adjectives were
annotated and work is still in progress. To make the annotation process robust,
100 words are given for practice initially and the errors in tagging are corrected
manually by experts. This ensured that the annotators understood the concept
of classification well. High inter-coder agreement is seen as a byproduct of this
implementation.
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Similar annotations are done on the synsets of WordNet. Out of 2795 verb
synsets, we collected a small subset of 500 synsets and annotated each entry
of the synset as an individual word. This set of individual words in 500 synsets
are crowd sourced and annotations are done following the annotation guidelines
by six language experts with an inter-annotator agreement of 0.91 (determined
using cohen’s kappa). An interesting observation is that all the lexemes in a
synsets don’t share the same primary sense (sense-type). Having synsets that
share the same primary and secondary sense would result in better WSD tasks
like machine translation and query systems. Such experiment is done on the
small portion of verb synsets. However, similar annotation is being done for ad-
verb and adjective synsets as well.

5.1 Synset Annotation Process

Consider the following example to understand the represented theory:
ID :: 3434

CAT :: verb
CONCEPT :: ప న వడం (pratiroju sūryuḍu tūrpuna rāvaḍaṃ)
EXAMPLE :: నఉద (sūryuḍu tūrpuna udayistāḍu)
SYNSET-TELUGU :: ఉద ం , , డతెం ,అవత ం ,ఆ ర ం ,ఉద ం ,జ ం-
, జ ం , పభ ం , వ , ఏతెం .

ID :: 3436
CAT :: verb
CONCEPT :: త గర ం ం ద వ ట (talli garbhaṃ nuṃci bhūmi mī-
daku vaccuṭa)
EXAMPLE :: భగవం డైన కృ అర జ ం (bhagavaṃtuḍaina kṛṣṇuḍu
ardharātrilo janmiṃcināḍu)
SYNSET-TELUGU :: జ ం , , ఆ ర ం , జ ం , అవత ం , క , జ ం ,
వ , సంభ ం

In synset ID 3434, the verb puṭṭu (birth) is used in the sense of Sun rising
in the east. In a sense that sun is taking birth i.e it conveys that sun came
into existence. The primary sense of this would be Before|After as it deals with
transition. Secondary sense would be Locus|Located as it shows the state of a
sun in the dawn.

In synset ID 3436, the verb puṭṭu (birth) is used to describe the birth of a
child. In a sense that a mother gave birth to her child. This process of child-birth
needs an agent hence the primary sense becomes Means|End as the action needs
agent for it’s accomplishment. The secondary sense would be Part|Whole as the
child was separated from a whole i.e. his mother.

To address this in our resource, we create puṭṭu1 with primary sense as Be-
fore|After and secondary sense as Locus|Located whereas puṭṭu2 has Means|End
as primary sense and Part|Whole as secondary sense. This is not the case where
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a word has two different meanings that is usually captured in the dictionary. In
this case same word with same meaning is used to represent two different things.
This is the novelty of OntoSenseNet that was developed for Telugu.

Comparative studies are presented in Table 4. It shows the sense-type distri-
bution of verbs in OntoSenseNet for Telugu, Telugu WordNet, OntoSenseNet for
Hindi, OntoSenseNet for English. This gives an overview of which sense-type is
predominant in different languages. This, also, shows the differences in the sense-
distribution in WordNet and OntoSenseNet which proves that sense encodings
are of some importance.

Sense-Type OntoSenseNet-Telugu Telugu WordNet Hindi English
Know|Known 7.8% 6.5% 6.1% 5.1%
Means|End 33.7% 44.2% 52.3% 59.4%
Before|After 26.7% 14.3% 18.7% 18.2%

Locus|Located 9.8% 10.2% 8.7% 6.2%
Grip|Grasp 13.7% 15.1% 3.9% 3.5%
Part|Whole 3.9% 5.1% 4.8% 3.9%

Wrap|Wrapped 4.4% 4.6% 5.5% 3.7%
Table 4: Sense-Type Classification of Verbs

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a manually annotated sense lexicon was developed. Classification
was done by expert native Telugu speakers. This sense-annotated resource is
an attempt to make machine as intelligible as a human while performing WSD
tasks. Hence, without limiting to the word and its meaning, we attempted to
convey the sense in which humans understand a sentence. The validation of
this resource was done using Cohen’s Kappa that showed higher agreement.
Further validation and enrichment of the resource is in progress. Classification
of WordNet was attempted to see if the proposed classification could improve
WSD tasks. This resource can be used as training data for a target word WSD
system.

7 Future Work

Annotations of all available synsets of the WordNet needs to be done to spot the
anomalies. The anomalies should be studied to further enrich Telugu WordNet.
Tagging of adjectives in still in progress. Supervised WSD approaches are to be
implemented by using the OntoSenseNet, sense-annotated corpora. Knowledge
based WSD approaches can also benefit largely from such sense-annotated cor-
pora hence such classifiers could be implemented as well. We need to measure
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the significance of this lexicon in NLP tasks. There are several ontological prob-
lems with the WordNet and we are attempting to solve a part of those with the
proposed formal ontology. But a far more important question is “How can we
know when an ontology is complete?”. We hope to arrive at an answer for this
question in near future.
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